Border War Erupts, Both Sides Doused
by Alan Silverstein
This time it was Page and Fleming that joined in battle, dragging Lloyd in a little later. For several hours Wednesday night uncounted water balloons and uncountable gallons of water crossed the natural dividing line. There were quite as many hand-to-hand struggles in which the opposing sides took pris­oners, who were generally slimy enough by the time of their taming to require immediate showering. A single pump of extinguishing gas was employed by Page, but they lost it to Fleming in a daring rooftop coup that involved dropping it to waiting compatriots below. Garbage piles also were used for saturation attacks, becoming valuable ob­jects to collect.

On the whole it was a fair presentation with a few exciting moments. Unfortunately, parallel­izing the real thing, the com­batants of any water fight tend to get used up very quickly. Nonetheless, the participants—especially the amiable ones in frosh—continued taking perverse delight dousing each other for quite a while, even though they were as wet as they were going to be.

LIZ!!
BOD meeting today at 3 p.m. No donuts. Bring your own lunch. Everyone is invited.

News Briefs
Show How Wonderful Tech Is
The Public Relations Office is looking for students interested in working 1 to 2 hours a week as tour guides during the academic school year. Guides conduct one to two hours tours of the campus wherever elementary and second­ary school groups and other community groups desire to visit our campus. Anyone interested in becoming a tour guide should contact the Public Relations office at 1107 San Pasqual, ext. 2326.

Vote Specials
Duplicate Bridge Tournament this Saturday in Winnett Student Lounge at 7:30 p.m. No experi­ence necessary. Elections to be held. For further information, contact Henry David (Bl) or Pat Hagen (Da).

CARC News
The Caltech Amateur Radio Club will have its first meeting of the year on Wednesday night, October 16 at 10:00, in Club­room one of Winnett Center. Elections of new officers will be held, and a number of pertinent issues will be discussed. Anyone interested in the club is welcome.

*AUSF Visitor To Lecture
Dr. Werner Grace, who covers Asian affairs for the American Universities Field Staff, will be in action. Beckman Auditorium, tonight, 8 p.m.

Redlands Edges Tech 6-0
In Thursday Fumbleball
by Gavin Claypool
Games are often decided by inches, but yesterday’s 6-0 loss to the Redlands junior varsity made it look like part of Tech’s game plan.

David D’Arcangelo crashed through the line in the third quarter to make the game’s only score. He was so swamped by Tech defenders that this writer never even saw him, although the referee apparently did.

Redlands fumbled away a touchdown in the second quar­ter, when D’Arcangelo dropped the ball just before the goal line.

But... But... Are Those Our Frosh?
by Shmuli Schmuckputz
Rotation week proceeded quite smoothly this year with most houses getting practically all of their most desired frosh­men, casting some doubt on the oft-heard statement that rotation is random. Many houses had little trouble living with the new “no characterization” rule—the IHC saw fit to hear only two cases of alleged violations. The HIC will shortly be reconsidering the rotation rules in order to give next year’s HIC the benefit of this year’s experience.

Page took the lead this year as the house that freshmen included most as one of their four choices, with 167 freshmen selecting it, followed closely by Ruddock with 163, Blacker with 156, and Fleming with 150. Ricketts gets the most improved image award with 139 selecting it, double last year’s number. Lloyd followed with 102, and Dubney trailed with 78. Dubney faced well despite the low number picking it, a fact attrib­uted to the special rapport Dubney has with freshmen which allows it to find the freshmen it wants, and the freshmen who would fit into Dubney to find it.

In this last year of the soon to be illegal special consideration for women’s selections, the ten­dency for only a few houses to be chosen in first place by most of the women has been reversed. The distribution of women this year differs statistically insignifi­cantly from a perfectly even one, with 5 selecting Page, 4 Blacker, 3 Ruddock, 3 Dabney, 2 Fleming, and 1 Lloyd.

The Sunday meeting of the continued on page four

Bet You Can’t Eat Just One!
ONLY ONE DOLLAR—to see this in action. Beckman Auditorium, tonight, 8 p.m.
THE CALTECH FORUM

Op-Ed Letter To President Brown

Dear Dr. Brown,

In my long career as a student here at Caltech, I have led a very enjoyable life. One of the contributing factors, and not the least important, has always been the school's relaxed and informal atmosphere, so different from the impersonal stratified orders governing large institutions everywhere. You can therefore imagine my consternation as strong evidence collects showing that Caltech, too, is sinking in the bureaucratic morass which no doubt will be the cause of the school's decline at the end of civilization as we know it.

Specifically, I would like to recount one of my experiences following an attempt to register for the first term of this school year as an example of this unhealthy trend.

The first registration that fall Monday was not going to be a very good day occurred when, on arriving at Dabney Hall shortly before ten in the morning, I discovered that, instead of proceeding directly to the station for graduate students, I E or (whatevers), I first had to go through a preliminary queue for all grades. The line for this was, of course, enormous, and when, half an hour later, I found that my net gain on exiting that line had been an invitation to your buffet (for which I thank you), some glee club junk, and some fairly unhappy.

I opened up the proceedings by going through with my own cupids and asking for suggestions as to further procedure. Mr. Browning first inspired me after my financial status, and I set my mind at ease in that respect: I was broke, and my first source of income would be my research assistantship check at the end of the month. He then pulled out the little deferred payment form indicating that all Caltech students, myself included, knew and loved, and it would have been all over, except that at the last moment Mr. Browning realized that the $120 was owed since August, rather than being my term bill. He finally gave up the form, and demanded immediate payment. I reiterated the facts concerning my financial position; pointed out the patrity of the sum involved; promised that I would give him the bill as soon as I laid my hands on any manner of bread; promised that I would leave the Institute after this term and never bother him again.

Continued on Page Four

THE ASCOT FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE

PATTON

7:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
in Baxter Lecture Hall

Admission: 50c—ASCIT members and their guests; $1.00—anyone else

NEXT WEEK, THE ASCOT MOVIE SELVES TO SaturDAY: SWATCHE & DINE-FIVE

The play, actually a concert reading [7], was almost perfectly complemented by the cast. The most convincing (as well as most endearing) was by far Keamor as a typical military gentleman of no small importance. Montalban was near perfection; his slanting clean-cut was perfect, although one became a touch detached during his dialectic convolutions. Montalban, one would expect, would make a perfect devil. Exuding urban refinement, one could ask no more, although given my own predilections, I wish he'd given more credence to Lucifer's philosophy; his voice, though excellent, suffered. She lacked the acid with which Agnes Moorhead perfected the role.

The one fear one had leaving the production was that the remaining season becam,eg season would be anticlimactic. But have faith.

- Chris Hurcuck

THE SOUND OF FLORA

MUSICKING AWAY TIME

By Florea Boyer

This year at Caltech there are many opportunities to enjoy music in all of its forms: singing, listening, and performing. Unfortunately, due to bureaucratic red tape, the academic calendar has no central office that knows of all the opportunities on campus. Nonetheless, if not only do you, the interested singer /listener /performer often find yourself alone and at a loss to know which group you should join. Of course, many of the different groups don't even know about each other! To rectify this situation somewhat, here is a complete list (as far as I could discover) of all musical activities at Caltech:

Choral Music
The Caltech Men's Glee Club is the founding member of the singing organizations, having sung with in performance with Professors Olaf Frohmdahl, for 22 years. The men have an extensive repertoire of both classical and popular works, and their rehearsals are from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and are open to all. The Women's Glee Club has its own schedule, and does much the same work. Their rehearsals, on the other hand, are confined to the Wednesday evenings, in 25 Baxter. If you are interested, call Provost Frohmdahl, SMC 5001, or Professors Frohmdahl, SMC 5002.

The Women's Glee Club has its own schedule, and does much the same work. Their rehearsals, on the other hand, are confined to the Wednesday evenings, in 25 Baxter. If you are interested, call Provost Frohmdahl, SMC 5001, or Professors Frohmdahl, SMC 5002.
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The Women's Glee Club has its own schedule, and does much the same work. Their rehearsals, on the other hand, are confined to the Wednesday evenings, in 25 Baxter. If you are interested, call Provost Frohmdahl, SMC 5001, or Professors Frohmdahl, SMC 5002.

The Women's Glee Club has its own schedule, and does much the same work. Their rehearsals, on the other hand, are confined to the Wednesday evenings, in 25 Baxter. If you are interested, call Provost Frohmdahl, SMC 5001, or Professors Frohmdahl, SMC 5002.

The Women's Glee Club has its own schedule, and does much the same work. Their rehearsals, on the other hand, are confined to the Wednesday evenings, in 25 Baxter. If you are interested, call Provost Frohmdahl, SMC 5001, or Professors Frohmdahl, SMC 5002.
Baker Breaks Lift Record

by Paul Shubert

John Baker, in an amazing display of strength and determination, lifted seven men at one time to break the existing record of six, which he'd tied many times.

The attempt was made last Wednesday in the Page House library. Baker warmed up by doing several wall push-ups, and then lay down on the floor while seven men positioned themselves on his arms, legs and chest. The room became quiet as Baker was being hoisted. Finally, with a mighty heave and shout, John arched his back and lifted his legs and arms seven men simultaneously.

"I really don't believe I did that," Baker said upon being helped from the floor. John was introduced to six-man lifting as a frosh by Rik Smoody, a co-holder of the shattered six-man record.

"I was really wimpy then," Baker reminisced, "I could just barely get five men off the ground." John worked out for a year and succeeded in lifting six men during a bull session second term last year. He continued working out over the summer and he "just felt like I could lift seven men that night."

John believed that the record would stand for a long time. "All the old six-man lifters graduated or left, and I don't think any of the frosh are even big enough to lift five men, let alone six or seven."

Upon hearing that, several of the frosh present tried lifting five men, and quite a few succeeded.

"It's all determination," Baker said, "I think that anyone who really wants to can lift six men."

NOW LOCATED AT OUR NEW LOCATION
964 E. Colorado (at Mentor)
The Original VENUS adult Theater
DAILY 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
SUNDAY 12 noon to midnight
X Rated
No One Under 18 Admitted
AIR CONDITIONED
for your comfort
plenty of free parking
Now Showing:
“Little Girl Blue"
Also playing: [PREMIERE L.A. SHOWING]
“The Rise and Fall of Sparky”
A completely new show every Wednesday
Special Caltech student rate: $3.50 with this ad
964 E. Colorado Blvd. Pasadena
FOR AN EROTIC MESSAGE CALL 796-8118

The Tech About Town

This week I am so harried and there is so much at Beckman that the real world will be virtually ignored. By yesterday at least, games one and two of the world series were sold out. UCLA has Malaysian Shadow Puppets on Sunday, and if the vaguely ubiquitous KK ever gets going, you'll hear about Pasadena's wondrous Ice House.

So to Beckman. Tonight is the Mummenschanz. Mummenschanz show or contact Alan Shiller, 236 Redluck. You Are Not Alone

The first meeting of this year's weight control program will be held Wednesday, October 16, at noon in the Young Health Center Lounge. Dr. Hunter, in cooperation with the medical staff, will serve as consultant. This year's program will use a variety of approaches to weight control including a basic diet, group meetings and support, behavior modification techniques, exercise programs, and seminars in meal planning and nutrition. All persons in the Caltech community who are interested in fighting the battle of the bulge are cordially invited to join.

“Brautigan is good for you.” - Bruce Cook, The National Observer

“[He] makes some of us feel he's found a better answer to being alive here and now than we have.” - Annette Bernard, The New York Times

The long-awaited major work of fiction from the author of Trout Fishing in America and, most recently, The Abortion and Revenge of the Louse - A Book of the Month Club Alternate Selection - $5.95 - SIMON AND SCHUSTER

Richard Brautigan
The Hawkline Monster
A Gothic Western

We cordially invite Caltech students and faculty members to bank with us.
Complete banking services including:
Automobile Financing
Bank By-Mail
Cheques Cashed
Checking Accounts
Credit Cards
Drive-in Banking
Foreign Banking
Lenders of Credit
Home Modernization Loans
Life Insurance Loans
Money Orders
Night Deposits
Personnel Loans
Real Estate Loans
Safe Deposit Boxes
Savings Accounts
Travelers Checks
Trust Services
U. S. Bonds
Auto Banking Center at Colorado and Catalina Office, 1010 East Colorado and Citizens Commercial Trust & Savings Bank of Pasadena, hours: 9:30 until 5:30, Monday-Friday
Pasadena Head Office, Colorado and Merced
Citizens Commercial Trust & Savings Bank of Pasadena
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Registration Idiocy
Continued from Page Two
again; anything to sign a promis­
ance note and be DONE, not
to have to go through the farce of
little stations that boom on my horizon. Mr. Browning was very
polite, but quite fudged. He
said that all he could suggest was
that I get a short term loan (visions of more desks!), pay,
come back to him. I suggested, in simpler, that I delay
registration until I get some money. He implied that his
interest in my solution of the problem was small and bid me
goodbye until later. After lunch, I visited the Graduate Office and found that I
had to register for a loan. This began to remind me of Kafka's Ca
not apply for a loan. This began to remind me of Kafka's Castle, but
and I bravely pushed on to the Registrar's, where I applied for
permission to register late. They
told me that everybody was out of
town, and to come back Friday.
I did, and I was informed that the Registrar's Office felt this
was something that the Graduate Office should take to Bls.
I should see Dr. Huntley. Unfor-
tunately, he was out of town,
I had to make him understand that
I put a person that would follow rules exactly
rather than modify them when
so and (b) it is clear that such
modification would save both himself and the client consider-
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